Three-dimensional CT and MR imaging in congenital dislocation of the hip: clinical and technical considerations.
Three-dimensional (3D) CT and 3D magnetic resonance (MR) imaging were performed in four patients with congenital dysplasia of the hip. Two patients were studied by 3D CT and two by 3D MR. Prior to volume segmentation, two-dimensional (2D) MR image preprocessing was used to correct for nonuniform signal intensity distribution from local variations in field strength and coil response. An unsharp mask of the original MR scan was computed by extreme blurring of the image to suppress the details of the object. The unsharp mask was divided into the image on a pixel-by-pixel basis. For improved object contrast first and second echo images were combined in a 1:2 ratio. To add an additional feature for volume segmentation, 2D MR image homogeneity was computed based on 3 X 3 pixel neighborhoods. Volume segmentation was performed using one feature for CT, i.e., attenuation range, and two features for MR, i.e., signal intensity and image homogeneity range. Three dimensional CT and 3D MR demonstrated the 3D relationships of femoral heads and acetabula. Three-dimensional CT was limited to patients who had ossified femoral heads, whereas 3D MR demonstrated the cartilaginous femoral head. The extent of acetabular coverage on which the mode of therapy is based was shown. Three-dimensional MR permitted imaging without gonadal irradiation. The 2D MR image preprocessing described here should provide even better results in objects with greater contrast, i.e., nonosseus structures, and those of larger size with relation to image degradation from partial volume effect.